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Executive Summary
mWater is a software demonstrator developed in the Agreement Technologies Project. It
is a Multi-Agent System (MAS) application that implements a market for water rights,
including the model and simulation of the water-right market itself, the basin, users, protocols, norms and grievance situations.
mWater is motivated due to the fact that water scarcity is becoming a major concern in
most countries, not only because it threatens the economic viability of current agricultural
practices, but because it is likely to alter an already precarious balance among its different
types of use.
In hydrological terms, a water market can be defined as an institutional, decentralized
framework where users with water rights (right holders) are allowed to voluntarily trade
them, always fulfilling some pre-established norms, to other users in exchange of some
compensation, economic or not. And an institutional framework such as mWater, where
water rights may be exchanged more freely and not only under exceptional conditions,
leads to a more efficient use of water.
mWater is a regulated open MAS that uses intelligent agents to manage a flexible
water-right market. One of the main goals of mWater is to be used as a simulator to assist
in decision-taking processes for policy makers. Our simulator focuses on demands and,
in particular, on the type of regulatory (in terms of norms selection and agents behaviour),
and market mechanisms that foster an efficient use of water while also trying to prevent
conflicts among parties.
mWater plays a vital role as it allows us to define different norms, agents behaviour
and roles, and assess their impact in the market, thus enhancing the quality and applicability of its results as a decision support tool.
The institutional structure of mWater is described in Deliverable 8.2.1: mWater Analysis and Design. Deliverable 8.2.1 defines the backbone of the market in terms of dialogical and performative structures, stating the main structural regulations, processes and
roles of the system. Deliverable 8.2.1.P2 specifies the analysis and design of the constituent agents that can act in the institutional market of water rights. The main focus is
on the normative design and on the deliberative components of the market staff agents and
the water users. On the other hand, Deliverable 8.2.1 P3 describes the Magentix design
of the market in terms of conversation structures among the participating agents.
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Chapter 1
mWater prototype #3 analysis and
design
1.0.1

MAS platform

In the mWater case study prototype #3 it has been used Magentix2 [1, 24, 3, 22, 4, 17] (for
more details on Magentix2 see WP7 Deliverables) as the MAS platform for supporting
the execution of the MAS system. The platform follows the FIPA standards [14] offering
a set of useful mechanisms for the agents to communicate and also tools to allow programming agents in a high level language based on the BDI model. Magentix2 is an open
system which facilitates the interaction between heterogeneous agents through FIPA-ACL
messages. Also complex interactions can be carried out in a flexible an open way as conversations. The platform offers special structures to allow to use such conversations by
considering a set of issues:

• In each conversation there are always two roles involved: Initiator and Participant.
The first is the one who initiates the conversation, and the rest of agents play the
Participant role.
• The conversation can be seen as a direct graph where nodes represent the actions to
perform in each step of the conversation and arcs represent the transition between
such states.
• Those steps allow to perform some actions and they can be of different kinds, for
example: Begin, Final, Wait, Send, Receive, Action, etc.
• Conversations have a unique identifier that allows to manage them individually.
1
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1.0.2

Agents programming language

Magentix2 allows to implement agents with high reasoning skills that follow the BDI
model of agents. This is possible through the use of Jason [7] as a high level programing
language. It is a Java based interpreter for an extended version of AgentSpeak(L) [21]
which is an abstract logic-based language, which allows to implement agents as reactive
planning systems. The agents continuously execute, react to events and execute plans for
those events. The proactive nature is given by the concept of goals, which can be seen
as desired states of the world. Through AgentSpeak(L) agents can be defined in terms of
three main elements: Beliefs, Goals and Plans. Beliefs represent the agent’s vision of the
current state of the world. They change continuously depending on several factors such as
the percepts observed in the environment, a new message received, or by adding “mental
notes”, which is a concept that allows the agents to modify its own beliefs base. Goals
express, on the other hand, the state of the world that the agent wants to reach. When
adding a goal it entails the execution of a plan if it has been defined a plan to respond
to such event. Finally, Plans allow to reach a goal trough a sequence of actions. When
an event is produced 1 , if there is a plan for responding to such event, the corresponding
sequence of actions is executed, and, if there are no fails, the goal is reached. Everything
happens in a reasoning cycle that determines what to do and how to do it at every moment.

1.0.3

Conversational interactions

When designing Magentix2 agents that will be programmed in Jason it is possible to
specify their interactions like conversations by using the facilities of the platform. So
the agents can communicate following some interaction protocol and have multiple conversation at the same time. As it has been mentioned before, those conversations can be
seen with two perspectives depending on the role of the agent on it (Initiator or Participant). The Initiator must always create an identifier for the conversation and notify the
Participants, inviting them to join. Each role has, for each conversation, a set of plans:
one for each step of the conversation where a reasoning or a set of actions are necessary
to be performed. When one of those plans in the agent code is going to be executed, the
corresponding conversation is stopped in the platform waiting for it to finish and to decide
which will be the next step. The managing of fails and timeouts is made by the platform.
It is possible to have nested conversations in a synchronous (the parent conversation must
wait for its child to finish for it to go on) or asynchronous way (the parent conversation
goes on independently of its child). If it is synchronous, the corresponding timeouts must
be taken into account.
1

An event is generated due to several factors like goals addition or elimination, beliefs addition or
elimination etc
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mWater prototype #3 general design

The design has been done according to the Negotiation Model stated in [2] considering
that the characteristics of the system fit well with the requirements for using this model. In
this sense the system behaves as a market where participants own some goods or services
that they are interested to trade with, playing in each moment some role. The Negotiation
model is based on interactions and it owns four main structures: Admission, Negotiation
Hall, Negotiation Table, Agreement Enactment, where the first one and the last one are
considered as simple interactions and the rest as workflows. There are also part of the
model a set of roles, they are: guest, participant, black and white, that can be grouped as
“users”; on the other hand we have the “staff” roles: mediator, negotiation table manager
and legal authority to perform all managing activities. During design those roles have
been simplified in three main roles: buyer, seller and staff, where the two first correspond
to the black and white roles of the model. The possible actions to be performed are listed
below grouped by the structure of the Negotiation Model to which they belong:
• Admission
1. Accreditation: Through this action, the users can get in to the market.
• Negotiation Hall
1. Trading tables: To know which are the current open negotiation tables in the
market and which of them the agent has been invited to.
2. Join to a trading Table: Allows the agent to request entering in a negotiation
table to negotiate.
3. Create a new trading table: Allows the agent to request the creation of a new
negotiation table.
4. Invite participants: To invite possible participants to the negotiation table.
5. Tradable water rights: To know which are the water rights available for negotiation in the market.
• Negotiation Table
1. Negotiate: For establishing negotiations with other agents following some interaction protocol.
2. Validation: For validating agreements on water-right transfers according to
the market regulations checking formal conditions.
3. Agreement validation: For validating agreements on water-right transfers according to the hydrological plan normative conventions.
• Agreement Enactment
AT/2008/D8.2.1.P3/v0.1
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1. Contract enactment: To register both the information related to the negotiation
agreement and to the agents participation on it, if it has been successful.

This broadly summarizes all the necessary actions in a water market. There are other
actions that are also part of this kind of market, as it is the case of the grievance processes
that can be included in the market; they can even cause modifications to the agreements
already made. Nevertheless, this proposed actions are the foundation of a system with
more features.

1.1.1

Interactions structure

For each possible feature, an interaction or also conversation is performed between staff
and users. This interactions are going to be described further by showing both the initiator and the participant perspective in each one. An oriented graph where nodes represent
the states in the conversation and arcs represent transitions between the states, is going to
be used for showing the interactions from both perspectives.

Accreditation
The accreditation interaction follows a FIPA-Request protocol. The user starts requesting
to the staff its accreditation; in response it can receive an Agree, Not Understood, Reject,
Fail, or maybe it can receive no answer after a Time out. If the answer is an Agree the
next message from the staff must be the Accreditation information, or, on the other hand,
it can receive a Fail message (if during the execution something has failed) or no answer.
In any other case the conversation finishes. Figure 1.1 shows this interaction.
ACREDITATION REQUEST (AR)
Initiator (Water user) [Fipa Request]

Receive not
understood

Final

ACREDITATION REQUEST (AR)
Participant (Staﬀ) [Fipa Request]

Send not
understood

Receive reject
Wait for
Request
Begin Acreditationaccept.

Receive fail

Time out

Receive
Acreditation
Inform
Wait for
Acreditation
Inform

Receive Agree

(a)

Send reject
Begin

Receive
AR
Send fail

Wait for
Acreditation
Request

Send Agree

Final

Send
Acreditation
Inform
Acreditate
WRight
Time out

(b)

Figure 1.1: Accreditation interaction from the initiator (a) and participant (b) perspective.
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Trading tables
This interaction follows a FIPA-Query Ref protocol. It behaves similar to FIPA-Request
protocol, but in this case, if the participant (or staff ) sends an Agree to the user, the next
step should be Build OTT List for building the open trading tables list and then, through
the action Send OTT List, it sends the results to the user. The states of the interaction are
shown in figure 1.2.
OPEN TRADING TABLES LIST (OTT List)
Initiator (Water user) [Fipa Query-Ref]

Receive not
understood

Final

OPEN TRADING TABLES LIST (OTT List)
Participant (Staﬀ) [Fipa Query-Ref]

Send not
understood

Receive reject
Begin

Request
OTT List

Wait for
accept.
Receive fail

Time out

Receive
OTT List

Begin

Send reject

Receive
OTT List
Request

Final

Send
OTT List

Send fail
Build
OTT List

Wait for
OTT List

Wait for
OTT List
Request

Receive Agree

Send Agree
Time out

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: Trading tables interaction from the initiator (a) and participant (b) perspective.

Join to a trading Table
This interaction follows a FIPA-Request protocol 2 . The staff performs the necessary
actions for making the user to become member of the trading table. The states of the
interaction are shown in figure 1.3.
JOIN OPEN TRADING TABLE REQUEST (JTT Request)

Initiator (Buyer or Seller) [Fipa Request]

Receive not
understood

Final

JOIN OPEN TRADING TABLE REQUEST (JTT Request)
Participant (Staﬀ) [Fipa Request]

Send not
understood

Receive reject

Begin

Request
JTT

Wait for
JTT
Acceptance
Receive fail

Receive
JTT
inform

Time out
Wait for
inform
Receive Agree

(a)

Begin

Receive
JTT
Request

Wait for JTT
Request

Send reject

Send fail

Final

Send
Inform
Join user
to table

Send Agree
Time out

(b)

Figure 1.3: Join to a trading table interaction from the initiator (a) and participant (b)
perspective.
2

For more details see “Accreditation” interaction
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Create a new trading table
This interaction follows a FIPA-Request protocol 2 . The staff performs the necessary
actions for creating a new trading table. In this case there is a variation for this protocol: after sending the information related with the creation of the table, the staff starts
the subprotocol for inviting the participants. The states of the interaction are shown in
figure 1.4.
NEW TRADING TABLE REQUEST (TT Request)
Initiator (Water user) [Fipa Request]

Begin

Request
NTT
Creation

Receive not
understood

NEW TRADING TABLE REQUEST (TT Request)
Initiator (Water user) [Fipa Request]

Final

Receive reject
Wait for
accept.
Receive fail

Time out

Begin

Receive not
understood

Final

Receive reject

Request
NTT
Creation

Wait for
accept.
Receive fail

Receive
NTT Inform

Time out

Wait for
NTT Inform

Receive Agree

Receive
NTT Inform
Wait for
NTT Inform

Receive Agree

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.4: Create a new trading table interaction from the initiator (a) and participant (b)
perspective.

Invite participants
This interaction follows a FIPA-Request protocol 2 . The staff performs the necessary
actions for inviting the participants of the trading table to join to it. The states of the
interaction are shown in figure 1.5.
INVITE PARTICIPANTS REQUEST (IP Request)

Initiator (Seller) [Fipa Request]

Receive not
understood

Final

INVITE PARTICIPANTS REQUEST (IP Request)
Participant (Staﬀ) [Fipa Request]

Send not
understood

Receive reject
Begin

Request Wait for
invitation Acceptance
Receive fail

Send reject
Receive
invitation
inform

Time out

Receive Agree

Wait for
inform

(a)

Begin

Receive
Request
Send fail

Wait for
Request

Send Agree

Final

Send
Inform
Send
invitations to
participants
Time out

(b)

Figure 1.5: Invite participants interaction from the initiator (a) and participant (b) perspective.
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Tradable water rights
This interaction follows a FIPA-Query Ref protocol 3 . In this interaction the staff performs the necessary actions for building the list of tradable water rights in the market and
send it to the requesting user. The states of the interaction are shown in figure 1.6.
TRADEABLE WATER RIGHT LIST (TRW List)
Initiator (Water user) [Query Ref]

TRADEABLE WATER RIGHT LIST (TRW List)
Initiator (Water user) [Query Ref]

Receive not
understood

Receive not
understood

Final

Receive reject
Begin

Request
TWR List

Final

Receive reject

Wait for
accept.

Begin

Receive fail

Request
TWR List

Wait for
accept.
Receive fail

Receive
TWR List

Time out

Receive
TWR List

Time out

Wait for
TRW List

Receive Agree

Wait for
TRW List

Receive Agree

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.6: Tradable water rights interaction from the initiator (a) and participant (b)
perspective.

Negotiate
This interaction doesn’t follow a standard protocol. Instead it contains other sub interactions that can follow some protocol specification. In this case the seller basically trades
with the participants starting the sub interaction for doing it, then, if the trading has been
successful, it signs the contract, or, on the other hand, the conversation finishes. Later
it starts interactions with the staff for validating the contract according to the market
regulations and also according to the hydrological conventions. Finally it starts the sub
interaction for the contract enactment also with the staff. In this interaction the buyer is
one of the participants. It interacts with the seller in the subprotocol for negotiate, and, if
the trade was successful it signs the contract. The staff as a participant merely responds
to the interactions with the seller. Figure 1.7 shows the interaction from the seller and
buyer perspective.
TRADE (T)
Initiator (Seller)

Start
subprotocol:
CEnact.

Final

Start
subprotocol: Sign
Begin X
trade

Start
subprotocol:
Val. Request

Start
subprotocol:
AVal. Request

(a)

TRADE (T)
Participant (Buyer)

Final

Begin

Participate in
subprotocol:
X

Sign

(b)

Figure 1.7: Interaction for trading from the initiator (a) and participant (b) perspective.
3

For more details see “Trading tables” interaction
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Figures 1.8 and 1.9 represent the two possible interactions to trade that have been considered in this version of the system. The first one represents a Japanese auction. In this
case the initiator (or seller) makes a Bid Call to the participants (or buyers) proposing
a price and waiting then for them to accept the price. After the timeout stated for each
round, if there is more than one who has accepted, the initiator starts another round with
an incremented price. On the contrary, if there was an only one participant who has accepted, the initiator sends it the Winner confirmation; if nobody accepts, the conversation
finishes. There is also a limit for the number of rounds to perform.
Figure 1.9 represents a Contract Net interaction. The first thing the initiator does is a
Call for proposals for the participants to bid up. From each participant it can receive a
Not understood, Refuse or a Propose, or maybe no answer after a Timeout. After receiving
all proposals or after a timeout, it evaluates them following some criteria and sending
the corresponding Acceptances and Rejections. In the participant side, if it receives an
acceptance, it performs some Task associated to it sending the confirmation to the initiator
if it succeeds or a Failure on the other hand. Then the initiator receives a failure or an
Inform depending on the case.
JAPANESE-AUC-P INITIATOR

Receive
acceptance
JAPANESE-AUC-P PARTICIPANT

Begin

Wait for
participants
to join

Bid
Call

Send Winner
conﬁrmation

Wait for
acceptances

Time
out

(a)

Begin

First wait
Receive
for bid
Bid Call
call

Send
agree

Time
out

Final

Second
wait for
bid call

Receive
winner
conﬁrmation

Final

(b)

Figure 1.8: Japanese auction from the initiator (a) and participant (b) perspective.

Validation
This interaction follows a FIPA-Request protocol 2 . The staff ) performs the necessary
actions for validating the contract according to the market regulations. There is a small
variation in the protocol: in this case, after trying to validate the contract, the staff can
send an acceptance or a rejection. The states of the interaction are shown in figure 1.10.

Agreement validation
This interaction follows a FIPA-Request protocol 2 . The staff performs the necessary
actions for validating the contract according to the market regulations. We found the
same variation in the protocol: after trying to validate the contract, the staff can send an
acceptance or a rejection. The states of the interaction are shown in figure 1.11.
8
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CNP INITIATOR

Receive
Not understood
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Send
acceptance
Receive
failure

Receive
Refuse
Begin

Call for
proposals

Evaluate
proposals

Wait f. p.

Wait for
results

Final

Receive
Propose
Receive
Inform
Time out

Send
rejection

(a)
CNP PARTICIPANT

Send
refuse

Final

Send
not understood
Wait call for Receive
Begin proposals call f. p.
Send
proposal

Receive
reject

Send
info
Do task

Wait for
acceptance

Receive
accept.

Send
failure

(b)

Figure 1.9: Contract Net interaction from the initiator (a) and participant (b) perspective.
Contract enactment
This interaction doesn’t follow a standard protocol. Basically, the staff, instantiated now
as “Basin authority”, sends to seller the contract to be signed. If it receives the confirmation it goes on doing the same thing with the buyer. Instead of the confirmation, the staff
could receive Not understood, Reject, Fail or maybe no answer after a Timeout. In any of
those cases the interaction finishes. Figure 1.12 shows the steps of the interaction from
both perspectives.

1.2
1.2.1

mWater prototype
Design description

For designing the prototype there have been selected a subset of the functionalities listed
in 1.1 as part of the general design. In this case “Contract enactment” has been renamed
as “Register transfer agreement” but has the same purpose. This functionalities are:
• Admission
1. Accreditation.
AT/2008/D8.2.1.P3/v0.1
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VALIDATION REQUEST (Val. Request)
Initiator (Seller) [Fipa Request]

Begin

Request
Val.

Receive not
understood

Final

VALIDATION REQUEST (Val. Request)
Participant (Staﬀ) [Fipa Request]

Send not
understood

Wait for Receive reject
Val.
Acceptance
Receive fail
Receive
Val.
acceptance

Time out

Receive Agree

Begin

Wait for
Val.
inform

Receive
Val.
Request

Wait for Val.
Request

Final

Send reject

Send fail

Send
Acceptance
Validate
Contract

Send Agree
Time out

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.10: Interaction for validating the contract according to market regulations from
the initiator (a) and participant (b) perspective.
AGREEMENT VALIDATION REQUEST (AVal. Request)
Initiator (Seller) [Fipa Request]

Begin

Request
AVal.

Receive not
understood

Final

AGREEMENT VALIDATION REQUEST (AVal. Request)
Participant (Staﬀ) [Fipa Request]

Send not
understood

Wait for Receive reject
AVal.
Acceptance
Receive fail
Receive
AVal.
Acceptance

Time out

Receive Agree

Wait for
AVal.
inform

(a)

Begin

Receive
AVal.
Request

Wait for AVal.
Request

Final

Send reject

Send fail

Send
Acceptance
Validate
Agreement

Send Agree
Time out

(b)

Figure 1.11: Interaction for validating the contract according to hydrological plan conventions from the initiator (a) and participant (b) perspective.
• Negotiation Hall
1. Negotiation trading tables.
2. Join to a Negotiation Table.
3. Create a new negotiation table.
4. Invite participants.
• Negotiation Table
1. Negotiate.
• Agreement Enactment
1. Register transfer agreement.
Further it will be shown a model that links those interactions in a model for generating
source code.
10
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BASIN AUTHORITY CONTRACT ENACTMENT (BA CEnac)

Register ﬁnal
excecuted contract

Initiator (Basin authority)

Final

Receive not
understood

Begin

Send seller
contract to
be signed

Receive not
understood

Receive reject

Receive reject

Wait for
Sign
Receive fail

Time out

Receive Done

Receive fail

Send Buyer
contract to
be signed Wait for
Sign

Time out

Receive Done

(a)
SELLER/BUYER CONTRACT ENACTMENT (SB CEnac)
Participant (Seller/Buyer)

Send not
understood

Begin

Send reject
Wait for
Receive
contract
presentation Contract
Send fail

Sign

Inform
done
Final

Time out

(b)

Figure 1.12: Interaction for trading from the initiator (a) and participant (b) perspective.

1.2.2

Interactions model

Taking into account the features mentioned in 1.2.1 it has been used the modeling tool
presented in [13] to create the model for the prototype and to obtain the corresponding
code. Figure 1.13 shows the model. It allows the code generation for the staff agent,
so the elements in the model represent the actions to be performed by the staff when
interacting with the “users” agents. For the comprehension of the model it is necessary
to know some main issues related to it, but for more details refer to [13]. The elements
of the Negotiation Model presented in [2] have been mapped into the modeling tool and
some other have been added. Those elements are described in table 1.1:
The first process once the prototype starts is a SingleAction called “createConfiguration”. In this action a new configuration is created. It allows to explore, for an specific
execution, all the results and operations performed given a set of parameters. This parameters are a requirement to create the configuration which is associated to all the operations
to be performed, so they are part of the conditions of the SequenceLink from the initial
state to createConfiguration action. Next the agent can be accredited either as a buyer or
seller. For doing this, it will initiate a Request interaction with the staff. In this interaction
the staff performs some checks in the corresponding steps of the protocol as participant
of the conversation. As result, the agent gets the states “accredited” and “inTradingHall”
AT/2008/D8.2.1.P3/v0.1
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SingleAction: Represents an action to be performed. During the code generation it is transformed in a peace of code that forms a plan.
ActionsFlow: Represents a workflow in the system. It’s a kind of action and it can be defined
by a model with all the elements in the diagram,
even other workflows, so it can be contained
within itself.
InitialState: The starting point to get into the
container workflow.
FinalState: The ending point to get out of the
container workflow.
State: It is associated to actions. It can represent the state of the agent to execute an action
or, on the other hand, the resulting state for the
agent after executing the action, depending on
the direction of the link between the action and
the state.
StateLink: For representing the relations stateaction and action-state.
SequenceLink: For representing the relations
action-action, InitialState-Action and ActionFinalState.
RequestInteraction: Represents a request interaction according to FIPA standard interaction
protocols.
QueryIfInteraction: Represents a Query-If interaction according to FIPA standard interaction
protocols.
QueryRefInteraction: Represents a Query-Ref
interaction according to FIPA standard interaction protocols.
Table 1.1: This table shows some data
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Figure 1.13: Model for mWater workflow.
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Figure 1.14: Model for createNTT workflow.

that are also represented in figure 1.13. As shown, this last state is a requirement to initiate
the interaction for getting the list of active negotiation trading tables (getOpenNTTList),
and also for joining a negotiation table (joinNTT) and to create a new negotiation table
(createNTT). In every interaction the agent who starts it, can participate both as buyer
and seller. Once the agent knows the open negotiation tables it can decide to join a table
to which it has been invited or to create a new one. If it joins a table, it gets the state
“InTable”. Further the staff will check if the conditions to start a negotiation are fulfilled
(VerifyAuctionCondition); it executes this action each time a new table is created or a
participant joins to an existing table, performing the necessary actions to notify the table
owner that the trading must begin. When the negotiation finishes the seller provides the
staff the information related to the trading and to the participants. the actions to register this information are performed through the actions: “registerTransferAgreement” and
“registerParticipations”.
Figure 1.13 shows that the action “createNTT” is an ActionsFlow. This means that
this action contains a sequence of actions similar to the one represented in the model in
which it is contained and that they in turn define a new model. Figure 1.14 shows this
model. It includes basically two interactions: one for creating a negotiation table and the
other one for inviting the specified participants. This models don’t take into account the
possible negotiations to be performed between the agents because this is implemented in
the individual reasoning of each agent. Nevertheless some templates have been created in
order to be used by the programmers of the agents for them to negotiate following both the
FIPA Contract Net protocol and the Japanese Auction in this first version. Section 1.1.1
shows in more detail the structure of this kind of interactions.
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Conclusions

In this deliverable it has been presented the analysis and design of mWater prototype #3.
The new features of prototype #3 were motivated by the need to scale and adapt mWater
to the results of Task 7.2, and to include new requirements from Task 4.5. In summary
the work presented here is a Magentix2 design of mWater based on conversations. The
backbone of mWater prototype #1 is maintained, also the features added in prototype
#2. All this prototype where designed and developed applying our previous research
[10, 9, 12, 8, 11, 5, 15, 18, 16, 6, 19, 20, 23]
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